4-EDGE INSERTS AND HOLDERS FOR ALL-DIRECTIONAL TURNING INCLUDING HIGH-FEED BACKWARD TURNING

- Multi-directional turning capabilities that include forward longitudinal turning, high feed backward turning, face turning, profiling and undercutting all with the same tool
- Much higher productivity due to reduced downtime, fewer tool changes and optimized tool paths
- Double-sided ZNMV inserts provide 4 cutting edges
- Insert/holder system uses the same axial & radial rake angle as comparable positive inserts, resulting in low cutting forces
- Serrated cutting edge provides excellent chip control at a variety of cutting depths
- 1.00” and 1.25” holders feature rigid T-Type clamping & optional COOLBURST internal coolant supply

**DEAL A**
PURCHASE 20 inserts & RECEIVE one external holder at 50% OFF!
- PC 115A -

**DEAL B**
PURCHASE 20 inserts & RECEIVE one external COOLBURST holder at 30% OFF!
- PC 115B -